
CCS concepts and XML Code 

Please add the CCS Concepts to the first page of final paper follow the ACM template, and copy 
the XML Code to Text file. Please carefully proofread the format of your final paper based on 

above two needed information. Please note that both doc. (must) and pdf. version of 

the paper are needed to  return to  the conference secretary. 

1. How to produce CCS Concepts and XML Code?

 For CCS Concepts and XML Code, you may visit the following link and choose the more
suitable classification of your paper and then assign your paper CCS concepts (Please note:
CCS Concepts means the theme of your paper). After that, you may click view CCS TeX Code
and choose show the XML only; you will get the XML Code. (Don’t worry, please refer to the
following pictures of instructions.)

 Link: http://dl.acm.org/ccs/ccs.cfm?id=0&lid=0&CFID=689867085&CFTOKEN=32340563

 The final result, please see the following as an example:

CCS Concepts: Information systems → Information systems applications → Mobile 
information processing systems 

XML Code: 

<ccs2012> 

<concept> 

<concept_id>10002951.10003227.10003245</concept_id> 

<concept_desc>Information systems~Mobile information processing 
systems</concept_desc> 

<concept_significance>500</concept_significance> 

</concept> 

</ccs2012> 



2. Pictures of instructions.

1) Click to choose the more suitable classification of your paper.

2) Get your CCS Concepts.

3) Click the “Assign This CCS Concept”.



4) Choose the relevance of this classification

5) Click the “view CCS TeX Code”.

6) Choose the “show the XML only”.

7) Get the XML Code.



ccs Concept: 
Mathematics of computing -. Approximation 

Relevance: Choose the relevance of this classification

® High O Medium O Low 

CCS TeX Code Snippet: [continue] [reset] [view CCS displayl 

XML Code 

I 

The code below should be used with a TeX based typesetting system. �Do not copy the display below until you have finished fully classifying the item. I

0 Show the XML Only 
<CCS2012> 

<concept> 
<concept_id> 10002950.10003714.10003736.10003737 </concept_id> 
<concept_desc>Mathematics of computing~Approximation</concept_desc> 
<concept_significance>S00</concept_significance> 

</concept> 
</ccs2012> 

)( 




